SOMMARLUND 2019 14/6–9/8
FRIDAY 14 JUNE
WILLOW BRAIDING WORKSHOP
Brunnshög/Solbjer 10.00–15.00
Children from 7-15 years old are welcome to Kojskogen in Brunnshög for a willow braiding workshop
on the theme: insects that live in our city. Artist Steen Madsen will teach us how to braid with willow
branches and scientists Anna and Carlos from Lund University will teach us more about insects, and
how to create your own insect hotel. At 12:00 we will get the barbecue going and serve hotdogs for
participants. Pre-register at sommarlund.se.
In cooperation with the Brunnshögsproject.

JAKTEN PÅ DEN BÄSTA SÅNGEN
Stortorget 18.00–18.40
Teater Trassel wonders what song is the best and wanders out on “The quest for the best song”. A
musical adventure amongst pirates, wolfs and the farms of Småland to find it. Cykelorkestern is there
to help them out, and will play catchy songs that you can sing and dance to!
SALSA PREMIERE
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 18.00–21.30
18.00 Salsa tuition with Salsa Sabrosa Dance School from Lund
19.00 Dance show with Salsa Sabrosa Dance School
19.30 Salsa dance show with Salsa & flamenco dansakademi from Lund
20.15 Salsa dance-animation with Salsa & flamenco dansakademi
18.45–21.30 Social dance with DJ Cubasalsa from Kuba
SAMBAND
Stortorget 19.00–19.45
Samband drums away to kick of Sommarlund! Shake your body to the sound of Lunds own batería,
that creates joy and energy with enjoyable samba rhythms.

SATURDAY, 15 JUNE
FÄRGERNA
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.30
“The colors” is an amusing music-, dance- and theatre show for the very youngest. Three creatures
with three different colors meet, and they communicate in three different ways; one through music,
one through voice and one through movement. Total confusion is the result! Can three plain creatures become multi-colored? A performance from Musik I Syd. For children between 2-5 years old.
Also the 17:th, 18:th, 19:th and 20:th of June at other venues.

DU NYA!
Veberöd, Restaurang Niroma’s 19.00–20.00
If you got the assignment to write new lyrics for our old national anthem from 1844, what would it
sound like? Jan-Erik Sääf explores the frightening and repressive in a solo-cabaret about democracy,
with songs based on comedy and humanism.
Also the 21:st of July at another venue.

CAROLINAE INTO THE WOODS
Skrylle, meet up at Skryllegården 20.30–21.15
Carolinae Women’s choir creates a performance consisting of the sound of their voices and simple
musical instruments, along with magical interaction from the forest around. Take a 2,5 km long walk
in the fresh summerwoods, enjoy the performance and wander back to Skryllegården in the twilight.
Idea and guidance by Ulrika Emanuelsson.
Also the 16:th of June.

SUNDAY 16 JUNE
IMENELLA
Stadsparken, by Stadsparkscaféet 20.00–21.00
Imenella is the name on everybody’s lips! Her single Chagga has become a huge hit throughout the
country. Unsurprisingly Imenella was nominated in the category “Artist of the future” at the P3 Guld
gala, and also won a Grammis for Newcomer Of The Year. This concert will be the fantastic finale of
the tour Youth Festival 2019 in Stadsparken.
In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

CAROLINAE INTO THE WOODS
Skrylle, meet up at Skryllegården 20.30–21.15
Carolinae Women’s choir creates a performance of the sound of their voices and simple musical instruments, along with magical interaction from the forest around. Take a 2,5 km long walk in the fresh
summerwoods, enjoy the performance and wander back to Skryllegården in the twilight. Idea and
guidance by Ulrika Emanuelsson.

MONDAY 17 JUNE
FÄRGERNA
Klostergården, Aktivia 10.00–10.30
Gunnesbo, Boställets garden 14.00–14.30
“The colors” is an amusing music-, dance- and theatre show for the very youngest. Three creatures
with three different colors meet, and they communicate in three different ways; one through music,
one through voice and one through movement. With total confusion as a result! Can three plain creatures become multi-colored? A performance from Musik I Syd.
For children between 2-5 years old. Also the 18, 19 and 20 of June at other locations.

DEN MAGISKA HATTEN
Amfin in Bjeredsparken 18.00-19.00
“The magical hat” is a show for the whole family! The wizard Malin Nilsson has packed her magic-bag.
She is ready to burst onto the stage and create a miraculous performance together with you! Unexpected tricks and funny mysteries are presented to the tunes of the musician Olof Lövgrens piano.
From 5 years old.
In cooperation with Folkets Hus och Parker, Lund.

GOODNIGHT SUN
Botaniska trädgården 20.00–21.00
Say goodnight to the sun together with the guitarist Peter Tegnér and his friends! Enjoy the music
accompanied by the last rays of sunlight. Goodnight Sun preformed at Sommarlund for the first time
in 2018, and we now have the pleasure to welcome Peter back. To find out who will be his guest star
this evening, visit sommarlund.se.
Also the 18:th and 19:th July in the Botanical gardens, and the 26:th and 26 June at another location.

TUESDAY 18 JUNE

FÄRGERNA
Södra Sandby, parken vid Fästan 10.00–10.30
Linero, gräsmattan vid lekplatsen/Vikingaskolan 14.00–14.30
“The colors” is an amusing music-, dance- and theatre show for the very youngest. Three creatures
with three different colors meet, and they communicate in three different ways; one through music,
one through voice and one through movement. With total confusion as a result! Can three plain creatures become multi-colored? A performance from Musik I Syd.
For children between 2-5 years old. Also the 19:th and 20:th of June at other venues.

PEARLS FROM LUND MUNICIPALITY ART ARCHIVE
Stadsbiblioteket 10.00–11.00, meet up by the Linné-statue at Petriplatsen
Rådhuset 14.00–15.00, meet outside the entrance
On these guided tours you will get a rare chance to see some of the wonderful art pieces in Lund
Kommuns art archive. Here we will find artwork by Bianca Maria Barmen, Carl Boutard, Danilo Stankovic, Elisabet Moritz, Felix Hatz, Helmtrud Nyström, Liam Gillick, Sophie Tottie, Miriam Bäckström,
Jöns Mårtensson and Carl Fredrik Hill. Your guide will be Ulrika Liljenström, curator for public art at
Lunds Konsthall.
Also the 27:th of June.

GOODNIGHT SUN
Botaniska trädgården 20.00–21.00
Say goodnight to the sun together with the guitarist Peter Tegnér and his friends! Enjoy the music
accompanied by the last rays of sunlight. Goodnight Sun preformed at Sommarlund for the first time
in 2018, and we now have the pleasure to welcome Peter back. To find out who will be his guest star
this evening, visit sommarlund.se.
Also the 19:th of July in the Botanical gardens, and the 25:th and 26:th of June at another venue.

WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE
FÄRGERNA
Veberöd, Försköningen 10.00–10.30
Norra Fäladen, Borgarparkens bygglek 14.00–14.30
“The colors” is an amusing music-, dance- and theatre show for the very youngest. Three creatures
with three different colors meet, and they communicate in three different ways; one through music,
one through voice and one through movement. With total confusion as a result! Can three plain creatures become multi-colored? A performance from Musik I Syd.
For children between 2-5 years old. Also the 20:th of June at another venue.

GOODNIGHT SUN
Botaniska trädgården 20.00–21.00
Say goodnight to the sun together with the guitarist Peter Tegnér and his friends! Enjoy the music
accompanied by the last rays of sunlight. Goodnight Sun preformed at Sommarlund for the first time
in 2018, and we now have the pleasure to welcome Peter back. To find out who will be his guest star
this evening, visit sommarlund.se.
Also the 25:th and 26:th of June at another venue.

THURSDAY 20 JUNE
FÄRGERNA
Genarp, by the library 10.00–10.30
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.30
“The colors” is an amusing music-, dance- and theatre show for the very youngest. Three creatures
with three different colors meet, and they communicate in three different ways; one through music,
one through voice and one through movement. With total confusion as a result! Can three plain creatures become multi-colored? A performance from Musik I Syd.
For children between 2-5 years old.

WOMEN IN THE PUBLIC ART-SPACE
Lunds Konsthall 10.00–11.00, meet up by the entrance
Lunds Konsthall 14.00–15.00, meet up by the entrance
Public art is all around us, in streets and town squares, but also hidden in schools and other buildings
of the municipality. In this 60-minutes tour you will get to see and learn more about the art around
us. Your guide is Paula Ludusan, art- historian and educator at Lunds konsthall.
BUMBLE BEE SAFARI
Brunnshög/Solbjer 11.00–12.00
Göran Holmström, also called “Mr. Bumblebee”, will guide you around at Brunnshög and tell you more
about bumblebees and their lives. Everyone is welcome to join!
In cooperation with Brunnshögsprojektet.

CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
Dalby, Eginogården 19.00–20.00
See the stars of tomorrow, today! Chamber music and solo performances with members of the Nordiska Ungomdsorkestern.
ATLE BIG BAND – PICNIC DANCE
Norra Ugglarps bygdegård 18.30–20.00
Atle Big Band invites you to a melodious experience in Norra Ugglarps bygdegård. Bring your own
food and drink to enjoy together with danceable bigband-jazz. The 18 happy musicians of Atle Big
Band has entertained audiences in Lund for 50 years! Welcome to a dance with both classical jazzsongs, as well as a surprise or two.
In cooperation with Norra Ugglarps bygdegård.

LITERATURE QUIZ WITH PER BERGSTRÖM
Amfin in Bjeredsparken 19.00–20.00
Bertolt Brecht or Harry Bosch, Johan Vilde or Oscar Wilde, Raskolnikov or Raskens? Come alone or
with your team, and try your knowledge about writers in this tricky literature quiz lead by Per Bergström från Rámus publishing house and Författarscenen at Malmö Stadsbibliotek.

SATURDAY 22 JUNE
MONSTERHITS
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 14.00–15.00
The monster-rockband “Skräckkabinettet”, with the vampire-singer Valentin Von Törst, the mummy-guitarist Akenathon den Allsmäktige, ghostly base-player Vita Frun and the monster-drummer
Grim den Grymme, makes serious, high-quality rock music for children and their grown-ups. They
make us think about our fears, and question them. A magical show for old and young!

SUNDAY 23 JUNE
SYMPHONY MUSIC CONCERT
Folkparken 18.00–19.00
Nordiska Ungdomsorkestern gives you Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakovs Scheherazade and Lasse Bergmans
Everlund (for the first time). The musical director is Michael Bartosch.
Buy your tickets at Biljettbyrån 046–13 14 15 or at www.ticketmaster.se, or in the ticket-office at Folkparken from kl. 17.00 at the day of
the concert.

MONDAY 24 JUNE
Y VIVA ESPAÑA
Amfin in Bjeredsparken 19.00–20.10
The old ladies Astrid and Märtha live at the nursing home Nightingale and are starting to count their
last days. They haven’t heard a nightingale for years. Together they plan a cup and with courage they
set out to find the silver lining of their lives and dreams. Maybe dreams can still come true? A crazy
comedy by Dan Kandell. On stage: Cecilia Hjalmarsson, Cecilia Walton and Katrin Melin.

TUESDAY 25 JUNE
WOMEN IN THE PUBLIC ART-SPACE
Lunds Konsthall 10.00–11.00, meet up by the entrance
Lunds Konsthall 14.00–15.00, meet up by the entrance
Public art is all around us, in streets and town squares, but also hidden in schools and other buildings
of the municipality. In this 60-minutes tour you will get to see and learn more about the art around
us. Your guide is Paula Ludusan, art-historian and educator at Lunds konsthall.

GOODNIGHT SUN
Södra Sandby, the park by Fästan 20.00–21.00
Say goodnight to the sun together with the guitarist Peter Tegnér and his friends! Enjoy the music
accompanied by the last rays of sunlight. Goodnight Sun preformed at Sommarlund for the first time
in 2018, and we now have the pleasure to welcome Peter back. To find out who will be his guest star
this evening, visit sommarlund.se.
Also the 26:th of June.

WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
Dalby, Eginogården 19.00–20.00
See the stars of tomorrow, today! Chamber music and solo performances with members of Nordiska
Ungomdsorkestern.
QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 July and 7 August.

GOODNIGHT SUN
Södra Sandby, the park by Fästan 20.00–21.00
Say goodnight to the sun together with the guitarist Peter Tegnér and his friends! Enjoy the music
accompanied by the last rays of sunlight. Goodnight Sun preformed at Sommarlund for the first time
in 2018, and we now have the pleasure to welcome Peter back. To find out who will be his guest star
this evening, visit sommarlund.se.

THURSDAY 27 JUNE
PEARLS FROM LUND MUNICIPALITY ART ARCHIVE
Stadsbiblioteket 10.00–11.00, meet up by the Linné-statue at Petriplatsen
Rådhuset 14.00–15.00, meet outside the entrance
On these guided tours you will get a rare chance to see some of the wonderful art pieces in Lund
Kommuns art archive. Here we will find artwork by Bianca Maria Barmen, Carl Boutard, Danilo Stankovic, Elisabet Moritz, Felix Hatz, Helmtrud Nyström, Liam Gillick, Sophie Tottie, Miriam Bäckström,
Jöns Mårtensson and Carl Fredrik Hill. Your guide will be Ulrika Liljenström, curator of public art at
Lunds Konsthall.
EXPERIMENTEXPRESSEN
Klostergården, Aktivia 10.00–12.00
Genarpsbadet 14.00–16.00
Vattenhallen is once again out on the roads with the experiment express! With big soap bubbles and
other things that bubble, simmer and fizzle in the baggage. Students from LTH will lead the experiments, but you can continue many of them by yourself at home. From 6 years.
Also the 28:th and 29:th of June at other locations.

VIEWING OF THE SCULPTURE PARK
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 18.00–19.00
What did Kofi Annan say about Reuterswärds knotted pistol? Did Anne Thulins big red ball really blow
away? Which art was completed and which was not? Come and hear about sculpture visions and broken art dreams in Skissernas Museums sculpture park.
Also the 25 July. In cooperation with Skissernas museum.

MIMI TERRIS
Kulturen 19.00–20.00 (the park opens at 18.00)
She has been called one of Swedens best and most personal jazz singers. And now the Malmö-based
composer and jazz vocalist is here, together with her six bandmembers. Mimi Terris is known for breaking the conventions, and in her critically acclaimed album “Flytta Hemifrån” from 2015 she mixed
swingjazz with folklyrics and blues with tango.
In cooperation with Kulturen.

PERFORMANCE CROQUIS
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 19.00–20.00
Welcome to alternative form of sketching for all drawers – experienced as well as unexperienced! An
unusual meeting between performance, traditional croquis technique and the artworks in the museums sculpture park. No experience needed. Drawing material and a limited number of stools can be
borrowed. First come, first served.
Also the 18:th of July and 8:th of August.

HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén från Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment that’s perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr. To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.
se
Also 4, 11, 18 & 25 July and 1 & 8 August.

FRIDAY 28 JUNE
EXPERIMENTEXPRESSEN
Veberödsbadet 10.00–12.00
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–16.00
Vattenhallen is once again out on the roads with the experiment express! With big soap bubbles and
other things that bubble, simmer and fizzle in the baggage. Students from LTH will lead the experiments, but you can continue many of them by yourself at home. From 6 years.
Also the 29 of June. In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

SATURDAY 29 JUNE
EXPERIMENTEXPRESSEN
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 12.00–16.00
Vattenhallen is once again out on the roads with the experiment express! With big soap bubbles and
other things that bubble, simmer and fizzle in the baggage. Students from LTH will lead the experiments, but you can continue many of them by yourself at home. From 6 years.
FRIDA BRAXELL
Dalby, Eginogården 19.00–20.00
With her roots in folk song, Frida has performed on both small and big stages across Sweden. In her
new album the folk songs take one step closer to pop, but the lyrics are still the main focus. Frida will
bring along her musicians for a moving folksong evening. Melancholic and beautiful at the same time!

SUNDAY 30 JUNE
THREE BRUNNSHÖG CULTIVATORS
Brunnshög/Solbjer 11.00–13.00
Three agriculturalists in Brunnshögs welcomes you to a noon with focus and gardening and nature.
Together we will take a guided tour amongst the cultivation plots. We get to know more about what
it’s like to garden at Brunnshög and how to care for the chickens together. We get advice on what
flowers to plant for bees and butterflies and will take a stroll in the big greenhouse.
Meet up at 11:00 by the greenhouse at Utmarksvägen.
DANCE SAFARI
Stadsparken, by the playground 14.00–15.00
Stadsparken, by the playground 18.00–19.00
Take part in a unique dance experience by Nya Rörelsen! The performance is viewed by the audience
from afar, since all the choreographies are done at different places at the same time. With help of a
dance-map and binoculars the audience has to find the dances they want to see. A new and inspiring
way to experience public places! Feel free to bring your own headphones and music player, to choose
the music you want to hear together with the dances.
SYMPHONY CONCERT – SYMPHONY NO. 9
Folkparken 18.00–19.00
Nordiska Ungdomsorkestern presents Dimitri Sjostakovitjs Symphony no 9, with the conductor Mika
Eichenholz.
You can purchase tickets at Biljettbyrån 046–13 14 15 and at www.ticketmaster.se, as well as in Folkparkens ticket office from 17.00 at
the day of the concert.

MONDAY 1 JULY
ÅSA JINDER
Kulturen 19.00–20.00 (the park opens at 18.00)
Åsa received the honor “Riksspeleman” for being an significant Swedish Folk song musician. She has
played at The Noble Prize Ceremony, won Eurovision Song Contest and preformed with her beloved
songs at big and small venues both in Sweden and abroad for decades. This year Åsa comes to Sommarlund to lead a sing-a-long with our best summer songs – where there is room for both folk songs
and other classics.
In cooperation with Kulturen.

TUESDAY 2 JULY
CLASSICAL MUSIC AT CLARA SCHUMANN-VERANDAN
LIMUS Musikhus 10.00–11.00
Two wonderful mornings in July will be even more enchanted - by classical music. The teachers of
piano, guitar, flute and harp at LIMUS Music School invites you to join this cozy outside concert in the
backyard of LIMUS new Music House at Helgeandsgatan 7. And if you are curious, you will also have
the opportunity to try the instruments after the concert. Also the 3:rd of July.
EASEL PAINTING – FAMILY WORKSHOP
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 13.00–15.00
Come to Skissernas Museum and paint aquarelle on easel in our Sculpture park! The art educator of
the museum will be present, and you are welcome to explore your impressions from the summerpark
as well as your own personal way of expression. All the material needed will be there to borrow.
Also the 3:rd of July. In cooperation with Skissernas museum.

BEATLESQUIZ
Amfin in Bjeredsparken 19.00–20.00
Test your knowledge about the most famous pop band of all time – The Beatles! The quiz will be lead
by the Beatles-expert Staffan Olander, owner of one of the greatest Beatles collections in the world.
David Myhr will stand for the music, and now it’s up to the weather gods to let us know if we will be
listening to ”Here Comes The Sun” or ”Rain”? Either way, we can promise you Beatles entertainment
suitable for every age.
Also the 3:rd of July in a different venue.

WEDNESDAY 3 JULY
CLASSICAL MUSIC AT CLARA SCHUMANN-VERANDAN
LIMUS Musikhus 10.00–11.00
Two wonderful mornings in July will be even more enchanted - by classical music. The teachers of
piano, guitar, flute and harp at LIMUS Music School invites you to join this cozy outside concert in the
backyard of LIMUS new Music House at Helgeandsgatan 7. And if you are curious, you will also have
the opportunity to try the instruments after the concert.

EASEL PAINTING – FAMILY WORKSHOP
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 13.00–15.00
Come to Skissernas Museum and paint aquarelle on easel in our Sculpture park! The art educator of
the museum will be present, and you are welcome to explore your impressions from the summerpark
as well as your own personal way of expression. All the material needed will be there to borrow.
In cooperation with Skissernas Museum.

FELIX RECENSERAR – MONTEFJANTON
Stenkrossen, Torget 19.00–20.00
Montefjanton is the YouTube channel behind “Felix Recenserar” that during eight years has taken on
the worst Swedish movies and giving them well-earned reviews. Now the whole gang is coming to
Sommarlund to preview a never before seen review, and answer questions from the audience!
In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

BEATLESQUIZ
Södra Sandby, the park by Fästan 19.00–20.00
Test your knowledge on the most famous pop band of all time – The Beatles! The quiz will be lead by
the Beatles-expert Staffan Olander, owner of one of the greatest Beatles collections in the world.
David Myhr will stand for the music, and now it’s up to the weather gods to let us know if we will be
listening to ”Here Comes The Sun” or ”Rain”? Either way, we can promise you Beatles entertainment
suitable for every age.
QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 10:th, 17:th, 24:th, 31:st of July and 7:th of August.

THURSDAY 4 JULY
BUTTERFLY SAFARI
Dalby, The water tower 11.00–13.00
A walk and guided butterfly-tour in the nature preservation area of Rökepipan, together with nature guide Harriet Arnberg. Bring something to eat or drink and a net if you have one. Meet up by the
water tower in Dalby. Pre-register at sommarlund.se
Also the 19:th of July. In cooperation with Naturum Skrylle.

TAXIMI
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 19.00–20.00
Close your eyes and dream about a warm summer night in Greece! Taximi brings you Greek folk music, reflecting both the history of the country and their roll nowadays. The word ”taximi” translates to
improvisation – an important component of the Greek folk music!

HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén from Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment that’s perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr.
To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 11:th, 18:th & 25:th of July and the 1:st & 8:th of August.

FRIDAY 5 JULY
HUNDEN
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–15.00
One morning when Lola and Cous Cous are opening up their kebab stand they get company from a
very lonely dog. Reluctantly, they begin to like it and the dog becomes their dear friend. But when
the health inspector knocks on the door, their friendship is up to the test. A playful clown show with
Dotterbloaget about overcoming language barriers and get to know yourself through others. Familyshow from 4 years.
In cooperation with Folkets Hus och Parker, Lund, and Lov i Lund.

SATURDAY 6 JULY
FLYGARE
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.40
Three friends set out on a playful adventure towards the sky, where imagination is the only limit. With
wind in their hair they find new ways to defy the gravitation, fly away and dream. Flygare is a charming
contemporary circus show for the whole family!
DET VAR EN BÅT SOM SA
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 19.00–20.00
Daniel Karlsson, also known as The Moniker, invites us to a warm tribute to Robert Broberg and his
many songs. Together with his guitar and two other musicians Daniel has already received standing
ovations for the show, from the audiences at Södra Teatern in Stockholm and Stora Teatern in Göteborg. And now it’s Sommarlunds turn!
BAT SAFARI
Genarp, Vattenmöllan 21.30–23.30
Cecilia Wide tells us about the fascinating world of bats. With the help of a sonar-detector it’s possible to figure out what bat species are around us. Meet up at Ekevallens parking by Vattenmöllan.
Also 3 august at another location. In cooperation with Naturum Skrylle.

SUNDAY 7 JULY
OPEN MIC & OPEN STAGE
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 18.00–19.30
Open stage is for you who wants to try what it’s like to be on stage for the first time, as well as if you
already have routine. We have the preconditions: The technician, the pianist and the kind audience.
You are also welcome to come and join the audience, if you prefer to just be entertained. Read more
at teatersupernova.se
Also the 27:th of July at a different venue.

MONDAY 8 JULY
NASSE HITTAR EN STOL
Stångby, Torns församlingsgård 10.00–10.30
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.30
Nasse has fascinated generations with his alternative ways of using a chair, and now it’s our turn. The
little bear Nasse finds a, to him, entirely new object and try to find out how to use it. His friends laugh
at him, but Nasse replies “I’m not dumb, it’s just that I never saw a chair before”. The show is performed by Kevin Benn. Age 3–5 years.
Also 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 July at different venues.

TUESDAY 9 JULY
NASSE HITTAR EN STOL
Veberöd, Försköningen 10.00–10.30
Genarp, by the library 14.00–14.30
Nasse has fascinated generations with his alternative ways of using a chair, and now it’s our turn. The
little bear Nasse finds a, to him, entirely new object and try to find out how to use it. His friends laugh
at him, but Nasse replies “I’m not dumb, it’s just that I never saw a chair before”. The show is performed by Kevin Benn. Age 3–5 years.
Also 10, 11, 12 and 13 July at different venues.

DIVINE
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 19.00–20.00
Come and enjoy the best of the opera! Nessun dorma, O sole mio, Carmen-arior and other songs – all
combined with charm, sing-along and a big portion of humor. Divine offers opera for everyone! Eric
Skarby stands for the music.
BIOTERRASSEN – COLD WAR
Mejeriet 22.00–23.30 (restaurant and bar opens at 19.00)
Welcome to what could be Swedens most beautiful outside-cinema. Folkets Bio (Kino & Södran) will
choose the films and promises exciting new movies, longed-for re-runs and a magical atmosphere. Tonight we will show Cold War – a beautiful love story in post-war Europe. (Polish and French language,
Swedish subtitles). To book a table and rad more about the movie, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also 16, 23, 30 july and 6 august.

WEDNESDAY 10 JULY
NASSE HITTAR EN STOL
Linero, the lawn at the playground by Vikingaskolan 10.00–10.30
Klostergården, Aktivia 14.00–14.30
Nasse has fascinated generations with his alternative ways of using a chair, and now it’s our turn. The
little bear Nasse finds a, to him, entirely new object and try to find out how to use it. His friends laugh
at him, but Nasse replies “I’m not dumb, it’s just that I never saw a chair before”. The show is performed by Kevin Benn. Age 3–5 years.
Also 11, 12 and 13 July at different venues.

QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also 17, 24, 31 July and 7 August.

THURSDAY 11 JULY
NASSE HITTAR EN STOL
Norra Fäladen, Borgarparkens bygglek 10.00–10.30
Dalby, Eginogården 14.00–14.30
Nasse has fascinated generations with his alternative ways of using a chair, and now it’s our turn. The
little bear Nasse finds a, to him, entirely new object and try to find out how to use it. His friends laugh
at him, but Nasse replies “I’m not dumb, it’s just that I never saw a chair before”. The show is performed by Kevin Benn. Age 3–5 years.
Also the 12:th and 13:th of July at different venues.

EMMYLOU
Kulturen 19.00–20.00 (the park opens at 18.00)
Emmylou is a concert with the singers Mia Barfalk and Jessica Ottosson and the guitarist Joakim Barfalk. Interpretations of Emmylou Harris moving songs, that describes both big and small events in our
lives. Welcome to a breathtaking night at Kulturen!
In cooperation with Kulturen.

HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén from Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment thats perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr.
To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also 18 & 25 July and 1 & 8 August.

FRIDAY 12 JULY
NASSE HITTAR EN STOL
Södra Sandby, the park by Fästan 10.00–10.30
Gunnesbo, Boställets garden 14.00–14.30
Nasse has fascinated generations with his alternative ways of using a chair, and now it’s our turn. The
little bear Nasse finds a, to him, entirely new object and try to find out how to use it. His friends laugh
at him, but Nasse replies “I’m not dumb, it’s just that I never saw a chair before”. The show is performed by Kevin Benn. Age 3–5 years.
Also the 13:th of July at a different venue.

ÖS OCH KLÖS MED VECKANS DJUR I PARKEN
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.50
An exciting hour with real living animals and swinging music! Gitte Pålsson sings and leads a singalong together with her musicians. Frank Madsen shows animals and teaches you more about them. In
the band we also have Rolf Olsson, Hjallis Persson, Ulf Holmström and Johan Albäck.
In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

JIMI HENDRIX TRIBUTE
Restaurang Niroma’s 19.00–20.00
A tribute to the guitar-god! Everything from Little wing and Purple haze to more unknown Hendrixsongs will be played. Come and enjoy interpretations of these fantastic songs performed by Pelle
Holmberg and his musicians.

SATURDAY 13 JULY
NASSE HITTAR EN STOL
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.30
Nasse has fascinated generations with his alternative ways of using a chair, and now it’s our turn. The
little bear Nasse finds a, to him, entirely new object and try to find out how to use it. His friends laugh
at him, but Nasse replies “I’m not dumb, it’s just that I never saw a chair before”. The show is performed by Kevin Benn. Age 3–5 years.
JAG TOG VÄGEN BORT FRÅN KARTAN
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 19.00–20.00
Actress Sara Lindh and guitarist Krister Jonsson gives a humoristic and hopeful performance about
love, break-ups and about getting lost but always being able to find new ways. Lyrics and music by
Billy Joel, Tom Waits, Emmylou Harris and Mikael Wiehe.

SUNDAY 14 JULY
DANCE BATTLE & WORKSHOPS
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 13.30–19.00
A whole day for dancing! In association with Dyptiks show we are arranging an Allstyle battle where
all ages and styles are welcome to compete about first place. Dj UncleFunkle will play varied tunes,
interesting for both the dances and the audience. The dancers don’t know what music will be played
on beforehand, so everything is improvised. We also offer workshops for everybody that want to try.
In cooperation with Lov i Lund.
13.30–14.15 Breaking-workshop with Måns Bengtsson
14.45–15.30 Hip Hop-workshop with Louie “LouieLooseLegs” Indriana
16.00–17.30 Dancebattle – tryouts and semifinals.
18.00–18.35 The show: D-construction
18.45 (c:a) Finale and showcase with the judges Kevin “Chillas” Ruiz and Louie “Louie
LooseLegs” Indriana
D-CONSTRUCTION
Stadsparken, by Dansbanan 18.00–18.35
The French kompani Dyptik consists of six hiphop-dancers that all will take their place in a metal cage
in this spectacular and energetic dance show. The metal cage works as both a playground and a jail
where the group can discover their limitations and possibilities. You don’t want to miss this!
In cooperation with Riksteatern Lund.

TUESDAY 16 JULY
DÅ FÅGLAR BYGGDE BON I GAMLA GUBBARS SKÄGG
Gunnesbo, Boställets garden 10.00–10.40
Genarp, by the library 14.00–14.40
With nothing else but his own voice and body, Mikael Björk brings the audience with him to fairytale
worlds from near and afar. You get to wander through the forests, stare into the eyes of a wolf and
eat porridge together with Goldy Locks. A performance based on the strength of spoken tales with
classic themes of friendship, fear, and courage. For ages between 4–9 years old.
Also the 17:th, 18:th, 19:th & 20:th of July at other venues.

LOUISE HOFFSTEN
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 19.00–20.00
Louise Hoffsten, Swedens bluesqueen has a respectable 30-year long solo carrier behind her, with not
only blues in focus but also rock, folk music and jazz. Now you have the chance to see her in a more
intimate setting. Songs from her entire carrier will be performed together with two guitarists, one
bass player, Louises voice and her harmonica.
In cooperation with Folkets Hus och Parker, Lund.

BIOTERRASSEN – GRÄNS
Mejeriet 22.00–23.30 (restaurant and bar opens at 19.00)
Welcome to what could be Swedens most beautiful outside-cinema. Folkets Bio (Kino & Södran) will
choose the films and promises exciting new movies, longed-for re-runs and a magical atmosphere.
Tonight we will show Gräns – an unhuman love story after a novel by John Ajvide Lindqvist (Swedish
language, English subtitles. To book a table or read more about the movie, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also 23, 30 July and 6 august.

WEDNESDAY 17 JULY
DÅ FÅGLAR BYGGDE BON I GAMLA GUBBARS SKÄGG
Södra Sandby, the park by Fästan 10.00–10.40
Linero, the lawn by the playground at Vikingaskolan 14.00–14.40
With nothing else that his own voice and body, Mikael Björk brings the audience with him to fairytale
worlds from near and afar. You get to wander through the forests, stare into the eyes of a wolf and
eat porridge togheter with Goldy Locks. A performance based on the strength of spoken tales with
classic themes of friendship, fear, and courage. For ages between 4–9 years old.
Also the 18:th, 19:th & 20:th of July at other venues.

QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 24:th, 31:st of July and the 7:th August.

THURSDAY 18 JULY
DÅ FÅGLAR BYGGDE BON I GAMLA GUBBARS SKÄGG
Dalby, Eginogården 10.00–10.40
Veberöd, Försköningen 14.00–14.40
With nothing else that his own voice and body, Mikael Björk brings the audience with him to fairytale
worlds from near and afar. You get to wander through the forests, stare into the eyes of a wolf and
eat porridge togheter with Goldy Locks. A performance based on the strength of spoken tales with
classic themes of friendship, fear, and courage. For ages between 4–9 years old.
Also the 19:th & 20:th of July at other venues.

EN HERRE I FRACK
Kulturen 19.00–20.00 (the park opens at 18.00)
Time for some old school entertainment! Stories about stars like Birgit Nilsson, Zarah Leander, Karl
Gerhard and Hjördis Petterson mixed with song -umbers by the artist Mattias Enn and Carina E Nilsson on piano.
In cooperation with Kulturen.

PERFORMANCE CROQUIS
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 19.00–20.00
Welcome to alternative form of sketching for all drawers – experienced as well as unexperienced! An
unusual meeting between performance, traditional croquis technique and the artworks in the museums sculpture park. No experience needed. Drawing material and a limited number of stools can be
borrowed. First come, first served.
Also the 8:th of August.

HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén from Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment thats perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr.
To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 25:th of July and 1 & 8 August.

FRIDAY 19 JULY
DÅ FÅGLAR BYGGDE BON I GAMLA GUBBARS SKÄGG
Klostergården, Aktivia 10.00–10.40
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.40
With nothing else that his own voice and body, Mikael Björk brings the audience with him to fairytale
worlds from near and afar. You get to wander through the forests, stare into the eyes of a wolf and
eat porridge togheter with Goldy Locks. A performance based on the strength of spoken tales with
classic themes of friendship, fear, and courage. For ages between 4–9 years old.
Also the 20:th of July at another venue.

BUTTERFLY SAFARI
Dalby, The water tower 11.00–13.00
A walk and guided butterfly-tour in the nature preservation area of Rökepipan, together with nature
guide Harriet Arnberg. Bring a something to eat or drink and a net if you have one. Meet up by the
water tower in Dalby. Pre-register at sommarlund.se
In cooperation with Naturum Skrylle.

DEN SOM GLAD ÄR
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 19.00–20.00
Few things associate so strong to Swedish summer as the hitsongs by Barbro ”Lill-Babs” Svensson
and Siw Malmqvist. Now the actress Anna Bromee invites you to a musical tribute show for these two
stars. Welcome to this trip back in time!

SATURDAY 20 JULY
MALMÖ OPERA PÅ LASTBIL
Stortorget 19.00–20.00
Malmö Opera packs the truck and drives all the way to Lund to bring you the world of musicals. Sara
Lehmann, Michael Jansson and Oscar Pierrou Lindén are three experienced entertainers that might
be recognized from Malmö Operas big musical successes. Here, presented by Johanna Hybinette, we
will get to know them both as of- and on-stage personalities when they perform their own favorite
songs, and maybe some classical musical numbers.
With support from Sparbanksstiftelsen Finn.

DÅ FÅGLAR BYGGDE BON I GAMLA GUBBARS SKÄGG
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.40
With nothing else that his own voice and body, Mikael Björk brings the audience with him to fairytale
worlds from near and afar. You get to wander through the forests, stare into the eyes of a wolf and
eat porridge togheter with Goldy Locks. A performance based on the strength of spoken tales with
classic themes of friendship, fear, and courage. For ages between 4–9 years old.

SUNDAY 21 JULY
DU NYA!
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 18.00–19.00
If you got the assignment to write new lyrics for our old national anthem from 1844, what would it
sound like? Jan-Erik Sääf explores the frightening and repressive in a solocabaret about democracy,
with songs based on comedy and humanism. Also the 21:st of July at another location.

MONDAY 22 JULY
MIO, MIN MIO
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.45
In Teater Pegasus version of Astrid Lindgrens “Mio, my son” the children are invited to be a part of
the performance. The audience will help Mio and Jum-Jum to hide from the knights, give out the
bread that satisfies all hunger, play the flute and help them to defeat the cruel knight Kato and free
the children he captured and turned into birds. For children from 5 years.
In cooperation with Folkets Hus och Parker, Lund.

GREEN CITYTOUR IN THE CENTER OF LUND
Krafts Torg 19.00–20.00
Take a closer look at some of the green places in the city, both big and small. How are they arranged? What plats grow there? And why did Lidbeck want to plat thousands of mulberry trees in Lund in
the middle of the 1700? We will meet up under the big Robinian at Krafts torg. Guide: Maria Odén.
Pre-register at sommarlund.se
Also the 29:th of July.

KV. ARKEN
Veberöds kyrka 19.00–20.00
Kv. Arken plays dreamlike chamberklezmer with nerve and focus. Both traditional klezmer as well
as newly composed songs. The presence, desire to experiment and curiosity will find its way to your
heart. In the band we have Annika Jessen on clarinet, Elina Nygren on viola and Anna Thorstensson on
cello.

TUESDAY 23 JULY
RESAN TILL ANDERNA
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 10.00–10.45
In this fairytale we get to meet Timuku and Pankara, two children living in a small village in the Bolivian mountains. The Musical theatre trio Khala Uma takes us with them on a rhythmical journey to
the high mountains of the Andes. Khala Uma consist of Gitte Pålsson, Cesar Salazar and Tania Salazar
Pålsson. Family performance.
CHILDREN SONG FESTIVAL
Kulturen 15.30–16.45
We start off with a sing-along for the whole family, and then present the finale with the three best
songs in Visfestivalens competition to find the best children-song. Linda Lundqvist, experienced singalong-leader will be your host this afternoon.
In cooperation with Föreningen för dansk-svensk visfestival.

BIOTERRASSEN – BLACKKKLANSMAN
Mejeriet 22.00–23.30 (restaurant and bar opens at 19.00)
Welcome to what could be Swedens most beautiful outside-cinema. Folkets Bio (Kino & Södran) will
choose the films and promises exciting new movies, longed-for re-runs and a magical atmosphere.
Tonight we will show BlacKkKlansman - Spike Lees praised film about an afro American police infiltrating the racist organization Ku Klux Klan (English language, Swedish subtitles). To book a table or to
get more information about the movie, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 30:th of July and the 6:th of august.

WEDNESDAY 24 JULY
VILDA DJUR
Linero, the lawn by the playground at Vikingaskolan 10.00–10.40
Gunnesbo, Boställets garden 14.00–14.40
“Wild animals” with Gitte, Jozsef and the Bonky-tjoff-tjoff-gang is an energetic musical show for the
younger children. Come with us for new adventures in the jungle, in the sofa and at magical places.
Funny songs with tigers, elephants and sweet stuffed animals! From 1–7 years.
Also the 25:th and 26:th of July at other venues.

SOMMARRESIDENS – WELL LIT
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 17.00–17.45
Anders Duckworth and Daniel Persson explores questions about genus, politics, nationality and identity in this warm and humoristic dance performance.
Lunds dans och musikalgymnasium offers summer residence to give former students a possibility to
develop their own artistic ideas. Sommarlund has the honor of presenting three of these projects.
QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 31:st of July and the 7:th of August.

THURSDAY 25 JULY
VILDA DJUR
Dalby, Eginogården 10.00–10.40
Veberöd, Försköningen 14.00–14.40
“Wild animals” with Gitte, Jozsef and the Bonky-tjoff-tjoff-gang is an energetic musical show for the
younger children. Come with us for new adventures in the jungle, in the sofa and at magical places.
Funny songs with tigers, elephants and sweet stuffed animals! From 1–7 years.
Also the 26:th of July another venue.

VIEWING OF THE SCULPTURE PARK
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 18.00–19.00
What did Kofi Annan say about Reuterswärds knotted pistol? Did Anne Thulins big red ball really blow
away? What art was completed and what was not? Come and hear about sculpture visions and broken
art dreams in Skissernas Museums sculpture park.
In cooperation with Skissernas museum.

HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén from Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment thats perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr.
To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 1:st and 8:th of August.

FRIDAY 26 JULY
VILDA DJUR
Norra Fäladen, Borgarparkens bygglek 10.00–10.40
“Wild animals” with Gitte, Jozsef and the Bonky-tjoff-tjoff-gang is an energetic musical show for the
younger children. Come with us for new adventures in the jungle, in the sofa and at magical places.
Funny songs with tigers, elephants and sweet stuffed animals! From 1–7 years.
CIRKUSVAGNEN
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–16.00
In Cirkusvagnens workshop you can build your own ship and sail away in the fountain!
In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

PER BÄCKER TRIO
Genarps kyrka 19.00–20.00
Met Piazzolla, Johannes Brahms, Pat Metheny, Nils Lindberg, Johan Magnus Sjöberg and more in a
musical mix with the beautiful melodies in focus. Argentinian tango and Swedish folk song blended
together with contemporary original compositions.

SATURDAY 27 JULY
MOTION AND MINDFULNESS
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 10.00–10.40
Enjoyable movements, jumpy dance and quiet relaxation in a creative environment. With Rani Nair,
dancer and choreographer. For children from 4 years in company with a grown-up.
Also the 28:th and 29:th of July.

BUILD WITH BLOOM
Skissernas Museums sculpture-park 12.00–17.00
Come and try Bloom urban toy! A toy, and at the same time an art-installation. It can be formed into
anything. Imagination is the only limit!
In cooperation with Skissernas museum.

LES BUTORS
Stadsparken, the lawn by Vita scenen 16.00–16.50
The French theatre group Cirque Hirsute invites you to an acrobatic and poetic love story, preformed
on a gigantic rotating ladder built from 350 kg scrap metal. They will enchant the audience with their
clownlike circus-stunts. The man seeks attention from the woman seven meters up in the air while she
is focusing on hurrying away, and it gets pretty dizzy…
In cooperation with Passage festival.

OPEN MIC & OPEN STAGE
Dalby, Eginogården 18.00–19.30
Open stage is for you who wants to try what it’s like to be on stage for the first time, as well as if you
already have routine. We have the preconditions. The technician, the pianist and the kind audience.
You are also welcome to come and join the audience, if you prefer to just be entertained. Read more
at teatersupernova.se

SUNDAY 28 JULY
MOTION AND MINDFULNESS
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 12.00–12.40
Enjoyable movements, jumpy dance and quiet relaxation in a creative environment. With Rani Nair,
dancer and choreographer. For children from 4 years in company with a grown-up.
Also the 29:th of July.

MAGIC SHOW WITH DOUGLAS NORDENBELT
Amfin i Bjeredsparken 14.00–14.40
Amfin i Bjeredsparken 18.00–18.40
Douglas Nordenbelt is the magician and entertainer that enchanted the Swedish people ever since
his first performance in the TV-show “Talang”. Bianca Ingrosso applauded him and said “The best I’ve
ever seen”. Come and see for yourself when Douglas visits Sommarlund!

EN HYLLNING TILL SVENSKA HITS
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 19.00–20.00
“Svensktoppen through time” is the theme for this tribute to Swedish hitsongs. Everything from Peter
LeMarc and Lill-Babs, to Helen Sjöholm and Lars Winnerbäck will be part of the show. Jonas de la
Motte together with his signing colleagues, and band lead by Anders Liljeqvist, invites you to a summer night you won’t forget!

MONDAY 29 JULY
SERIE, TECKEN OCH SPRÅK (PART 1)
Bike tour 10.00–11.00, meet by Klostergården centrum
Bike tour 14.00–15.00, meet by Klostergårdens centrum
Two guided tours of public art in Lund that focuses on artwork relating to the written signs, alphabet or numerical systems. During the tour we will visit works by Jörgen Fogelqvist, Eva Löfdahl, Olav
Christopher Jenssen and Anders Österlin. Your guide is Hans Carlsson, curator and artist.
Part 2 takes place the 31:st of July.
VARA HÄR
Södra Sandby, the park by Fästan 10.00–10.40
S:t Lars, behind Lunds Montessorigrundskola 14.00–14.40
Weigh the anchor and sail away in a hot-air-balloon together with three musicians! It’s loaded with
pop, jazz and short stories about being yourself – even when everything is swaying.
Participants: Salieu Dibba, Kirsti Øibakken Pedersen and Sofi Hellborg.
A program from Musik i Syd. From 6 år.
Also the 30:th and 31:st of July and the 2:nd and 3:rd of august at other venues.

MOTION AND MINDFULNESS
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 10.00–10.40
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.40
Enjoyable movements, jumpy dance and quiet relaxation in a creative environment. With Rani Nair,
dancer and choreographer. For children from 4 years in company with a grown-up.
GREEN CITYTOUR IN THE CENTER OF LUND
Krafts Torg 19.00–20.00
Take a closer look at some of the green places in the city, both big and small. How are they arranged? What plats grow there? And why did Lidbeck want to plat thousands of mulberry trees in Lund in
the middle of the 1700? We will meet up under the big Robinian at Krafts torg. Guide: Maria Odén.
Pre-register at sommarlund.se

TUESDAY 30 JULY
VARA HÄR
Linero, the lawn by the playground at Vikingaskolan 10.00–10.40
Dalbybadet 14.00–14.40
Weigh the anchor and sail away in a hot air balloon together with three musicians! It’s loaded with pop,
jazz and short stories about being yourself – even when everything is swaying.
Participants: Salieu Dibba, Kirsti Øibakken Pedersen and Sofi Hellborg.
A program from Musik i Syd. From 6 år.
Also the 31:st of July and the 2:nd and 3:rd of august at other venues.

VIVA RAPHAËL
Stadsparken, the lawn by Vita scenen 18.00–19.00
Welcome to a birthday party! It’s Raphaëls birthday and the audience gives him a gift that will change
his life. An interactive, poetic and sometimes absurdly fun performance that takes place outside a
campervan. Compagnie Krak is a Belgian street-theatre group with Els Degryse and Dieter Missiaen.
Suitable for everyone, both old and young.
In cooperation with Passage festival.

BIOTERRASSEN – BLADE RUNNER THE FINAL CUT
Mejeriet 22.00–23.30 (restaurant and bar opens at 19.00)
Welcome to what could be Swedens most beautiful outside-cinema. Folkets Bio (Kino & Södran) will
choose the films and promises exciting new movies, longed-for re-runs and a magical atmosphere.
Tonight we will show the classic Blade runner – The Final Cut (English language, no subtitles).
To book a table or get more information about the movie, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 6:th of august.

WEDNESDAY 31 JULY
VARA HÄR
Veberöd, Försköningen 10.00–10.40
Norra Fäladen, Borgarparkens bygglek 14.00–14.40
Weigh anchor and sail away in a hot air balloon together with three musicians! It’s loaded with pop,
jazz and short stories about being yourself – even when everything is swaying.
Participants: Salieu Dibba, Kirsti Øibakken Pedersen and Sofi Hellborg.
A program from Musik i Syd. From 6 år.
Also the 2:nd and 3:rd of august at other venues.

SERIE, TECKEN OCH SPRÅK (PART 2)
Bike tour 10.00–11.00, meet by the SOL-buildings entrance
Bike tour 14.00–15.00, meet by the SOL-buildings entrance
Two guided tours of public art in Lund that focuses on artwork relating to the written signs, alphabet
or numerical systems. During the tour we will visit works by Kirsten Ortwed, Annika Ström, Sirous
Namazi and John Wipp. Your guide is Hans Carlsson, curator and artist.
QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 7:th of August.

THURSDAY 1 AUGUST
SOMMARRESIDENS – URSÄKTA, ÄR DET OKEJ OM JAG FÖRÄNDRAS?
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 17.00–18.00
We live in a world filled by divisions and conflict – who do you want to be? Who should you be? And
you are you, really? Phelix, with Alex and Antonia asks these questions in the physical theatre-piece
“Excuse me, is it ok if I change?” built on self-distance and humor.
Lunds dans och musikalgymnasium offers summer residence to give former students a possibility to
develop their own artistic ideas. Sommarlund has the honor of presenting three of these projects.
DEN FÖRSTA KYSSEN
Kulturen 19.00–20.00 (the park opens at 18.00)
Come with Operafabriken to “The first kiss” – a musical adventure exploring all shapes of love. With
works by Sibelius, Geijer, Taube, Mozart, Ponchielli, Puccini, Verdi and more. An amusing and moving
performance with everything from dramatic opera, to happy songs and a dose of poetry. Participants:
Leena Malkki, sopran, Bengt Krantz, baryton and Elena Jordan, piano.
In cooperation with Kulturen

HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén from Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment thats perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr.
To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.se
Also the 8:th of August.

FRIDAY 2 AUGUST
VARA HÄR
Klostergården, Aktivia 10.00–10.40
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.40
Weigh anchor and sail away in a hot air balloon together with three musicians! It’s loaded with pop,
jazz and short stories about being yourself – even when everything is swaying.
Participants: Salieu Dibba, Kirsti Øibakken Pedersen and Sofi Hellborg.
A program from Musik i Syd. From 6 år.
Also the 3:rd of august at other venues. In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

LADIES GOT THE BLUES
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 19.00–20.00
Ladies Got the Blues is an eight-woman-blues-band! They want to show the diversity and depth of
blues, and at the same time work for a more equal musical-stage. The report oar consists of interpretations of female role-models within blues, as well as own songs written by the bandmembers.

SATURDAY 3 AUGUST
VARA HÄR
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00-14.40
Weigh anchor and sail away in a hot air balloon together with three musicians! It’s loaded with pop,
jazz and short stories about being yourself – even when everything is swaying.
Participants: Salieu Dibba, Kirsti Øibakken Pedersen and Sofi Hellborg.
A program from Musik i Syd. From 6 år.
LIVA WEEL AND POUL HENNINGSEN – A RESISTANCE CABARET
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 18.00–19.30
Teater Theatron invites you to a song-filled picnic-cabaret about resistance, humanism and Danish heroes. In true spirit of the cabaret we encourage everyone to bring their own food and drinks to feast
upon during the show!
BAT SAFARI
Stadsparken, meet outside Stadsparkscaféet 20.30–22.30
Cecilia Wide tells us about the fascinating world of bats. With the help of a sonar-detector it’s possible to figure out what bat species are around us.
In cooperation with Naturum Skrylle.

SUNDAY 4 AUGUST

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM ANCIENT TIMES
Naturum Skrylle 12.45–15.30
What did the music sound like 5000 years ago, and what did people create music with? Together
with the music-archeologist Cajsa S. Lund you will get to make your own, and play on some different
instruments. Introduction at 12.45 and 14.00.
Also the 8:th of August. In cooperation with Naturum Skrylle.

SNEDTÄNKT LIVE
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 18.00–19.00
Kalle Lind was born in Lund and runs the podcast “Snedtänkt” since 2014. Now, for the second year
in a row, the podcast will visit Sommarlund for a live talk. This time the guest is Toni Rhodin, circus
expert. And the theme of the day is one of the most despised entertainment forms through time:
freakshow!

MONDAY 5 AUGUST
JAM SIDE UP
Stortorget 14.00–14.50
Stortorget 18.00–18.50
The Kif-Kif-sisters are identical twins from Quebec, that can make rabbits fly and French fries rain
from the sky! The last year they have done street-performances in over sixteen different countries
with focus on enchanting and entertaining the audience.
In cooperation with Passage festival.

TUESDAY 6 AUGUST
JANNI HITTAR HEM
Gunnesbo, Boställets garden 10.00–10.40
Dalby, Eginogården 14.00–14.40
Meet the homeless dog Janni in her search for a family. Along the way she meets funny characters
like Lucky Lök and Farmor Får in a show filled with music, illustrations, and theater. Family-performance suitable from 3 years. Presented by Glada Hund.
Also the 7:th and 9:th of August at other venues.

BELLMAN MIN BELLMAN
Dalby, Eginogården 19.00–20.00
”Bellman my Bellman” is a performance inspired by the song “Ulla min Ulla” looking at Carl Michael Bellmans production through the eyes of his muse, Ulla Winbladh. We get to follow the couple
through setbacks and success in their life. By and with Beatrice Järås and Lars Nilsson.
BIOTERRASSEN – SURPRISE SCREENING
Mejeriet 22.00–23.30 (restaurant and bar opens at 19.00)
Welcome to what could be Swedens most beautiful outside-cinema. Folkets Bio (Kino & Södran) will
choose the films and promises exciting new movies, longed-for re-runs and a magical atmosphere.
This is the last screening for the season, and the film will be a surprise. To book a table or get more
information about the movie, visit kulturmejeriet.se

WEDNESDAY 7 AUGUST
JANNI HITTAR HEM
Norra Fäladen, Borgarparkens bygglek 10.00–10.40
Genarp, by the library biblioteket 14.00–14.40
Meet the homeless dog Janni in her search for a family. Along the way she meets funny characters
like Lucky Lök and Farmor Får in a show filled of music, illustrations, and theater. Family-performance
suitable from 3 years. Presented by Glada Hund.
Also the 9:th of August at another venue.

BIKE EXCURSION
Stortorget 13.00–17.30
Come with Lunds Naturskyddsförening on a summery bike excursion to Bjällerup and Dalby churches
with guiding! We will bike calmly and have a “fika” break on the way. Departure from Stortorget in
Lund at 13.00, and we will be back again around 17.30. The bike tour is 27 km, so make sure that your
bike is in good shape. Bring a snack, something to drink and don’t forget your bicycle helmet.
In cooperation with Lunds Naturskyddsförening.

SOMMARRESIDENS – EN MUSIKALISK BERÄTTELSE
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 17.00–17.45
Musikteatertrion is a band focusing on the storytelling aspect of music. With live music a love story
will be told, based on several modern songs. Welcome!
Lunds dans och musikalgymnasium offers summer residence to give former students a possibility to
develop their own artistic ideas. Sommarlund has the honor of presenting three of these projects.

MEDICINENS SJUKA HISTORIA
Amfin in Bjeredsparken 19.00–20.10
In “The sick story of medicine” you will get 7000 years of medicine history in 70 minutes. From
Hippokrates to Dr Google. Health care has not always been healthy. Nurses has not always been nice.
And doctors smoked Camel, because it was good for you! Henrik Widegren is a doctor and a member
of the panel in SVT:s serie “Fråga Lund”. He is also a songwriter and artist. This is his first solo show,
filled with science, humor, history and music!
QUIZTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (the restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
Mejeriets enormously popular summer quiz with Kristoffer Jonzon is back! So sharpen your pencils,
look through Wikipedia and bring together your best team. To book a table and find more information
about Kristoffers guest quizzer of the evening, visit kulturmejeriet.se

THURSDAY 8 AUGUST
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM ANCIENT TIMES
Naturum Skrylle 12.45–15.30
What did the music sound like 5000 years ago, and what did people create music with? Together with
the music-archeologist Cajsa S. Lund you will get to make your own, and play some different instruments. Introduction at 12.45 and 14.00.
SWEET DREAMS
Stortorget 14.00–14.50
Stortorget 18.00–18.50
Sweet Dreams is a colorful comedy where Luigi Ciotta is the candyfloss-salesman that juggles with
cupcakes, balances cakes on this chin and treats the audience to acrobatic tricks. A family performance that combines street-theatre with sweets!
PERFORMANCE CROQUIS
Skissernas Museums sculpture park 19.00–20.00
Welcome to alternative form of sketching for all drawers – experienced as well as unexperienced! An
unusual meeting between performance, traditional croquis technique and the artworks in the museums sculpture park. No experience needed. Drawing material and a limited number of stools can be
borrowed. First come, first served.
ART TALK WITH ULRIKA GOMM
Lunds konsthall 19.00–20.00
Ulrika Gomm (born 1978) is one of the artist behind the exhibition “Alltings mått. Om det (o)mänskliga” at Konsthallen. Ulrika Gomm will talk with Hans Carlsson, curator and artist, and will also read
from the text to the art piece “Bygga nation och kroppar” from the exhibition.
HUMORTERRASSEN
Mejeriet 20.00–22.00 (restaurant and bar opens at 18.00)
See well-known comedians presented by Erik Börén from Humorfalangen. A delightful standup-environment thats perfect for meeting up with friends, laughing and talking, eating and drinking. Entrance fee: 60 kr.
To book a table or get more information about our comedians, visit kulturmejeriet.se

FRIDAY 9 AUGUST
JANNI HITTAR HEM
Södra Sandby, parken vid Fästan 10.00–10.40
Stadsparken, Dansbanan 14.00–14.40
Meet the homeless dog Janni in her search for a family. Along the way she meets funny characters
like Lucky Lök and Farmor Får in a show filled of music, illustrations, and theater. Family-performance
suitable from 3 years. Presented by Glada Hund.
In cooperation with Lov i Lund.

BÖNAN MED DAN BORNEMARK BAND
Stadsparken, Vita scenen 18.00–19.00
Dan Bornemark rounds of Sommarlund for this year, together with his crochet friend Bönan and his
swinging band. The band consists of a drummer, a guitarist, an everything-you-can-think-of-musician
and Dans signing dotters Hjördis and Signe Bornemark. There will also be a fair amount of sing-along
in summery tones!

